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charles bixler heiser jr.

October 5, 1920–June 11, 2010

by  barbara pickersgill  

and gregory j .  anderson

Charles heiser was an influential figure in the early develop-
ment of plant biosystematics (also known as experimental 

taxonomy). Unlike herbarium-based orthodox taxonomy, 
biosystematics involves study of living plants, in the wild or 
in experimental cultivation, in order to investigate the causes 
and consequences of variation within as well as between 
species and hence to study evolution at the levels of popu-
lations and species. this was an exciting field populated by 
luminaries such as ledyard stebbins, edgar anderson, jens 
clausen, Verne grant, and others who influenced, and were 
influenced by, like-minded colleagues, such as ernst mayr 
and theodosius dobzhansky, working in animal biology. the 
interactions of these and other scientists in related areas of 
genetics and paleontology gave rise to the society for the 
study of evolution, and subsequently to a reorganization of 
government support for biological sciences at the national 
science foundation. 

heiser’s contributions to biosystematics grew out of, and 
fed back into, his equally seminal work on the systematics, 
evolution, and domestication of the sunflower genus Heli-
anthus. he is perhaps best known for his work on the role 
of interspecific hybridization in generating variation and 
local adaptation. he also investigated changes in chromo-
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some structure and number as barriers to interspecific gene 
exchange. he had a particular ability to distinguish signifi-
cant from trivial morphological variation and the patience 
to persevere with attempts to make difficult interspecific 
crosses and study chromosome behavior in the resultant 
hybrids. his work was mostly carried out before the advent 
of the isozyme and dna technologies that have revolution-
ized the study of microevolution, but these new techniques 
have validated most of heiser’s conclusions.

from sunflowers he extended his studies to other culti-
vated plants, particularly chile peppers (Capsicum)and some 
of the lesser-known crops of andean south america, such as 
pepino (Solanum muricatum), naranjilla (Solanum quitoense), 
and quinoa (Chenopodium quinoa). in this too he was ahead 
of his time; in the 1950s and 1960s cultivated plants were 
not considered appropriate for serious taxonomic study, 
whereas today they are seen as valuable subjects for investi-
gations of evolutionary responses to selection on a defined 
and limited timescale.

his work on cultivated plants led to collaborations with 
archaeologists, and publications in various anthropological 
and archaeological journals and symposium volumes. his 
ability to make his expertise intelligible to nonspecialists stood 
him in good stead here. this talent was especially valuable in 
his series of popular books that did much to promote botany 
to the general public. his books also conveyed vividly the 
enthusiasm for his chosen field that he retained throughout 
his long life and that led him to continue work and publica-
tion well into his ninth decade.

early years in indiana and illinois

charles bixler (“charley”) heiser was born on october 5, 
1920, in cynthiana, indiana, to charles bixler heiser sr. and 
ines metcalf heiser. he liked to say that you could tell that 
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he came from rural southern indiana by his accent: he was 
right. his father worked in insurance but his heiser grand-
parents were farmers, and visits to their farm were highlights 
of the year for the young charley, to such an extent that he 
later took his new wife there, by bus, for their honeymoon. 
his experiences on his grandparents’ farm probably gave 
him the interest in and skill at growing plants that lasted 
throughout his long professional career and into retirement. 
at the height of his career, in the spring planting season, he 
could often be found helping his graduate students to plant 
out their field experiments, and even in retirement he made 
almost daily visits to the indiana University glasshouses and 
experimental field. he enlisted his grandchildren to help 
him move around heavy pots when they became too much 
for him, and he continued his work right up to the day that 
he suffered a massive stroke. his enthusiasm for growing 
plants, and the unique data that come from experimental 
studies with living plants, stimulated all who worked with 
him to follow his lead. 

during his childhood, the family moved frequently within 
southern indiana, including in the early 1930s a period in 
bloomington, where charley became acquainted with the 
indiana University campus and developed an ambition to 
return to indiana University as the football coach. the family 
moved on to belleville, illinois, where charley graduated 
from high school after serving as president of his senior class. 
after his parents moved yet again, to st louis, missouri, he 
entered Washington University.

given charley’s height (about 6 ft � in), it was probably 
inevitable that his sporting achievements would center on 
basketball, which together with football, remained a passionate 
interest throughout his life. he lettered in basketball both 
in high school and at Washington University, where he 
noted that he played against only two or three people taller 
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than himself. there, after obtaining his master’s degree, 
he combined the posts of instructor in botany and interim 
basketball coach (there was a shortage of coaching personnel 
during the second World War). his mentors at Washington 
University, edgar anderson and robert Woodson, thought 
that this gave a whole new image to botany.

Washington UniVersity and the inflUence of edgar anderson

charley entered Washington University in 1939 on a 
half scholarship because a relative on his mother’s side had 
fought in the civil War. he was then considering majoring 
in journalism or in english. he had edited the high school 
newspaper and covered high school sports for the belleville 
daily newspaper. during high school he had written poems 
and short stories for both children and adults but never had 
any accepted. however, when still a graduate student, he 
had two articles accepted (and paid for) by Natural History 
magazine: “gold is the sunflower” (published in 19�6) 
and “peppers: some like it hot” (published in 1951). this 
presaged what was to become a lifelong interest in these 
two crops, and in using his writing skills to explain his 
scientific work to the general public. later in his life these 
writing skills resulted in a series of books well received by 
both fellow botanists and the general public. these treated 
topics such as the nightshade (potato) family, gourds, the 
story of human food, and, of course, the sunflower. in 2002 
he was honored with the raven outreach award from the 
american society of plant taxonomists for his contributions 
to popularizing botany. in 200� his book Weeds in My Garden 
(2003) received the garden globe award from the garden 
Writers’ association “for best talent/writing.”

as part of his undergraduate science requirement at 
Washington University, charley took the freshman botany 
course taught by robert e. Woodson. this course, and the 
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slides (kodachromes) of diverse plant life in the tropics 
of panama used by Woodson to illustrate his classes, fired 
charley with a desire, realized in his first sabbatical, to go to 
latin america to work on tropical plants. Woodson’s course 
thus proved a life-changing experience, and charley even-
tually majored in the unusual combination of english and 
botany. this unconventional mixture left him no time for 
courses in statistics or chemistry, which he later regretted. 
however, this did not prevent him from publishing with some 
of his graduate students an early study on the application of 
numerical taxonomy to the taxonomically difficult Solanum 
nigrum complex and on the use of flavonoids as taxonomic 
characters in Luffa. he was a very strong student and was 
elected to phi beta kappa. other honors were election to 
omicron delta kappa, thurtene, and sigma xi. 

in his senior year charley became acquainted with edgar 
anderson, who was subsequently a mentor, friend, and major 
influence on charley’s botanical career. charley had planned 
to take Woodson’s advanced taxonomy course, but Woodson 
was asked to give a geography course to army veterans, so 
anderson volunteered to teach the taxonomy course in his 
stead. anderson devoted the whole semester to one plant 
family, the asteraceae, starting with sunflowers. sunflowers 
fascinated anderson, particularly the weedy ones that grew in 
disturbed areas (e.g., along the railroad tracks in st. louis), 
and on one field trip he told charley that if someone looked 
into sunflowers carefully he would discover something very 
significant: a remark that charley said stuck with him. he 
was later to prove the truth of it. 

because these were the war years, classes were small. 
the idiosyncratic advanced taxonomy course that anderson 
taught had just two students: charley heiser, who had been 
rejected for active service on medical grounds, and dorothy 
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gaebler, who in 19�� became dorothy heiser. they had 
three children: lynn, cynthia, and charles bixler.

charley obtained his a.b. in 19�3 and remained at 
Washington University for his master’s degree, directed by 
j. m. greenman and awarded in 19��. although charley had 
suggested sunflowers as a topic, his master’s thesis was actually 
on a different genus of asteraceae, Psilostrophe. nevertheless, 
encouraged by anderson, charley assembled a collection of 
sunflowers and started making morphological comparisons 
and experimenting with hybridization. anderson also secured 
funds from the missouri botanical garden to send charley 
to the museum of northern arizona for a week to learn 
about the hopi sunflower. gas rationing prevented charley 
from getting all the way to the hopi reservation, but the 
weedy sunflowers growing near the museum included Heli-
anthus annuus, H. petiolaris, and some unusual variants that 
charley found also in st. louis wherever these two species 
grew in close proximity. charley recognized that these vari-
ants were hybrids, much to the excitement of anderson, who 
was then pioneering studies on the occurrence, detection, 
and significance of interspecific hybridization in plants and 
whose ideas were summarized in a seminal book, Introgressive 
Hybridization, published in 19�9. much later a population of 
H. petiolaris collected by charley near st. louis provided the 
source of cytoplasmic male sterility that was used to develop 
f1 hybrid breeding programs in sunflower. for this and his 
many other contributions to sunflower research, charley 
received in 19�5 the highest award of the international 
sunflower association, the pustovoit award.

after he had completed his master’s degree, anderson 
and Woodson felt that charley should spend a year away from 
the midwest to broaden his experience before returning to 
Washington University to complete his ph.d. he never did 
return.
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UniVersity of california: stebbins and more sUnfloWers

anderson and Woodson sent charley to the University 
of california, berkeley, where anderson advised charley 
to contact his friend and colleague, g. ledyard stebbins; 
anderson continued to mentor charley’s activities by mail. 
as charley told it, anderson thought that revisionary work 
on Stephanomeria, which charley and stebbins were viewing 
as a possible ph.d. problem, would result in just another 
conventional research publication, whereas with Helianthus 
he would uncover an entire new field of work. charley wrote 
back, “if i am uncovering an entirely new field of work…i wish 
you would let me in on what it is.” he evidently found out: 
Helianthus sustained not only his own ph.d. and the theses 
of some of his early graduate students but also provided 
the background for his two classic reviews of hybridization 
and introgression, the first in 19�9, followed 2� years later 
by an update (19�3,2). together these reviews provided a 
framework for his research and influenced that of many 
others (both his own students and his botanical colleagues) 
for close to half a century. 

soon after his arrival in california, stebbins took charley 
on a field trip and they found several populations of  
H. annuus and H. bolanderi growing together, with apparent 
interspecific hybrids in nearly every mixed population. this 
determined the topic of charley’s ph.d. thesis, conducted in 
the botany department, not the genetics department. thus, 
his doctoral research was nominally under the direction of 
herbert mason, not stebbins. however, stebbins remained 
a major influence and a kindred spirit with whom charley 
shared the excitement of research. lincoln constance reput-
edly commented that their influence on each other would 
make them both nervous wrecks. 

charley completed his ph.d. in 19��, in the astonish-
ingly short time of two years, despite accepting a teaching 
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position at the University of california, davis, in his second 
year. he was then offered the opportunity to continue on 
the faculty at davis but decided instead to accept an offer 
from indiana University. 

indiana UniVersity: a job for life

charley’s attachment to his midwestern roots was one 
of the factors in his decision to accept a position at indiana 
University. others were that charley felt that botany at 
indiana University appeared to have a great future and that 
he would have a freer choice of research topics than at davis. 
the botany department was then led by ralph e. cleland, a 
cytologist internationally renowned for his work on Oenothera. 
cleland was succeeded by marcus m. rhoades, an equally 
distinguished scholar who worked on maize cytogenetics. 
indiana University was a center of genetics at the time, 
with tracy sonneborn and the nobel prize winner herman  
j. muller, both on the faculty in the Zoology department. 
as a consequence, indiana University provided an excellent 
environment for the combination of studies in taxonomy, 
cytology, and evolution that charley and others were then 
pioneering and that constituted the relatively new field of 
biosystematics. in spite of his fundamental commitment to 
indiana University and indiana, as late as the 19�0s charley 
used to point to some very dusty boxes under one of the lab 
benches and say that he had not fully unpacked because he 
was not sure that he would stay; in fact, he remained there 
and continued to be active in research through his retire-
ment. his work at indiana University thus covered a span of 
more than 60 years. he moved quickly through the ranks, 
from assistant professor in 19�� to associate professor (1951), 
professor (195�), distinguished professor (19�9), and finally 
distinguished professor emeritus in 19�6.
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at indiana University he taught courses on survey of 
Vascular plants, systematics of flowering plants, economic 
botany or ethnobotany, and a graduate-level biosystematics 
course. his research initially centered on continued study 
of sunflowers. he produced a series of papers on variation, 
interspecific hybridization, and evolution in both annual 
and perennial species of Helianthus, and in 1969, with some 
of his former graduate students, he published a substantial 
monograph of the north american species of the genus. 
his work established the extent and potential importance of 
hybridization as a creative force in evolution for all organ-
isms, not just plants, and set a new standard of scientific 
rigor in plant systematics. his biosystematic studies and his 
seed collections from wild species have proven to be valuable 
resources for sunflower breeding. for example, H. paradoxus, 
a rare species that he discovered in saline wetlands in west 
texas, has been a source of salt tolerance genes. for his 
exemplary work in taxonomy and biosystematics he received 
in 1969 the gleason award from the new york botanical 
garden. it is perhaps fitting that his last three papers, written 
in his ��th year, and fortunately published before his stroke, 
focused on the origin and domestication of the sunflower 
in north america.

Helianthus is a temperate genus and, inspired by Wood-
son’s lectures at Washington University as noted previously, 
charley was keen to visit tropical america. as a means to 
this end he started work on peppers (chile peppers, in 
the genus Capsicum, not black pepper, in the genus Piper, 
though as a result of a misunderstanding by the editors of 
the Encyclopaedia Britannica, he contributed the article on 
black pepper and relatives to the 15th edition). his early 
work on Capsicum was in collaboration with paul smith, a 
pepper breeder at the University of california, davis, who 
had made extensive collections of chile peppers throughout 
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andean south america but needed these collections to be 
studied taxonomically. 

the first of charley’s own visits to the tropics was to costa 
rica in 1953, as a guggenheim fellow, and was significant 
not only for his encounters with many tropical crops in the 
markets there but also for the start of his friendship with two 
ecuadorians, jorge soria (later to complete his ph.d. under 
charley’s direction) and jaime diaz (a plant pathologist), 
both then students at the instituto interamericano de ciencias 
agricolas in turrialba, costa rica. both helped later with 
arrangements for charley’s first (1962) and second (1969) 
sabbaticals in ecuador, which charley regarded as among the 
greatest experiences of his life; so much so that he wished 
for his cremated remains to be scattered in ecuador.

charley was later able to repay some of his debt to 
ecuador and his colleagues there through his work on the 
origin and relationships of the naranjilla, or lulo, (Solanum 
quitoense), a fruit little known outside the tropics but very 
popular in ecuador and colombia. he carried out a numerical 
taxonomic analysis of morphological variation, investigated 
reproductive biology (using an electric razor to simulate buzz 
pollination), made interspecific crosses and investigated the 
cytology of species and hybrids. the naranjilla has potential 
for export as juice but suffers from soilborne nematodes. 
charley bred a nematode-resistant hybrid between naranjilla 
and cocona (S. sessiliflorum), a related species cultivated in 
amazonia. this hybrid became widely grown in ecuador. the 
initial interspecific cross and the chromosome doubling of 
the resultant hybrids were carried out at indiana University, 
while jorge soria oversaw the field trials in ecuador. for this 
work charley was selected as an honorary member of the 
instituto de ciencias naturales of ecuador and later awarded 
a plaque from iniap (the national institute of agricultural 
research in ecuador), which was presented to him in 199� 
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at a meeting to celebrate his 50 years at indiana University. 
in 199� in colombia the corporación de investigación agro-
pecuaria announced the release of ‘lulo la selva,’ a root-
knot nematode-resistant lulo based on hybrids of Solanum 
quitoense and S. hirtum (a wild species in which charley had 
discovered resistance) that charley had sent to colombia 
some years before. charley hoped that cultivation of this 
hybrid in colombia might provide small-scale farmers with 
an alternative to growing coca (for cocaine production) or 
marijuana.

later in his career charley became increasingly passionate 
about making directly applicable contributions to agriculture 
and humankind—as represented by this work (as well as 
his sunflower work). in addition, charley took pleasure in 
having introduced into cultivation two ornamental plants: a 
peperomia (Peperomia ‘tena’) collected near tena, ecuador, 
and the ball loofah (Luffa operculata). he also made a number 
of contributions to the horticultural diversity of bottle gourds 
(another of his research interests). he was proud to receive 
recognition from regional organizations in addition to his 
many national and international professional honors. for 
instance, the indiana gourd society recognized his bottle 
gourd work with the roll of honor award in 1999, and the 
indiana academy of science recognized him with a distin-
guished scholars award in 199�. 

charley’s first research students worked on the taxonomy 
of various genera of asteraceae (e.g., Tagetes, Viguiera, 
Bidens). charley used to say that anyone purporting to be 
a taxonomist owed it to the subject to publish at least one 
monograph or revision during their professional life. he 
practiced what he preached by publishing, with some of his 
research students or colleagues, not only a monograph of all 
the north american species of Helianthus but also a revision 
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of the section of Solanum that includes the naranjilla and a 
taxonomic treatment of the american species of Luffa. 

charley’s interests and the topics of his graduate students’ 
theses soon broadened from the asteraceae to the taxonomic 
and biosystematic problems posed by cultivated plants, particu-
larly some of the crops of the andean region: pepino (Solanum 
muricatum), uvilla (Physalis), amaranth (Amaranthus), quinoa 
and its mexican counterpart huauhzontle (Chenopodium quinoa 
and C. berlandieri), and of course chile peppers and naranjilla. 
his taxonomist’s eye enabled him to disentangle parallel 
variation resulting from human selection during cultivation 
from the often more subtle differences that indicate that 
different species of the same genus were domesticated in 
different parts of the americas for the same purpose. thus, 
he reduced the taxonomic inflation represented by recogni-
tion of 50 species of Capsicum in the 19th century to just five 
domesticated taxa, paving the way for more detailed studies 
of their origins, evolution, and archaeological record. With 
hugh Wilson he showed that the domesticated chenopods 
of mexico and the andes are distinct species more closely 
related to weeds in their respective areas than to each other 
and thus an example of independent domestication not, as 
had been previously suggested, pre-columbian crop dispersal 
between middle and south america. he demonstrated that 
the domesticated sunflower originated in the eastern United 
states, not the southwest or mexico: something that has 
since been validated by molecular studies and that he was 
promoting vigorously in an ongoing debate in print just 
before his stroke. this demonstration helped to establish 
eastern north america as one of the regions in the world in 
which agriculture arose independently. for those interested 
in the origins of crops domesticated in the americas and 
inter-american crop dispersals, his reviews are still useful 
starting points. 
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from crop dispersals within the americas charley moved 
to the more contentious question of early human transoceanic 
dispersals of cultivated plants. he published a substantive 
paper on one of the classic problem genera in this context, the 
bottle gourd (Lagenaria siceraria), as well as a consideration of 
botanical and other aspects of the wearing of gourds as penis 
sheaths in new guinea and south america. he acquired and 
grew samples of Scirpus reeds from the andean region and 
easter island and concluded that although these belong to 
the same species, there was no evidence to suggest that the 
species was spread to easter island by humans in prehistoric 
times, as thor heyerdahl had suggested. he showed that 
an asian species in the taxonomic section of Solanum that 
contains naranjilla probably resulted from a post-columbian 
introduction by the spanish of an american species, but he 
was unable to explain satisfactorily the presence of another 
species, S. repandum, very similar to the amazonian domesti-
cate S. sessiliflorum, as a weed and domesticate in oceania.

he built up a wide correspondence with other scientists, 
and also missionaries, diplomats, peace corps volunteers, and 
nationals of various countries who might help him obtain 
seeds of the often rather obscure species in which he had 
become interested. his own travels were principally in latin 
america. although he greatly enjoyed seeing new places and 
new plants, he could be a nervous traveler. at coffee time in 
the herbarium at indiana University before a major trip he 
would bequeath the various genera he was then working on 
to whichever of the assembled company he felt would best 
look after them. it was therefore with a mixture of incredulity 
and amusement (after all had ended well) that the coffee 
group learned that charley and his family had been hijacked 
to cuba while on a flight in ecuador in 1969. 

his studies on this wide range of species in turn paved 
the way for his more general papers on systematics and 
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the origins of cultivated plants, biochemical systematics, 
cytogenetics and evolutionary change under domestica-
tion, unconscious selection, and his thoughts on the role 
of religion in the origin of agriculture. these were usually 
prepared as invited contributions for conferences. charley 
was a superb speaker, frequently called upon not just for 
keynote papers at conferences but also for more lighthearted 
banquet addresses, of which his tributes to edgar anderson 
are excellent examples.

in 19�� charley was accorded one of the top honors avail-
able to U.s. scientists: election to the national academy of 
sciences. the citation emphasized his significant research 
on the evolution and domestication of such important crop 
plants as sunflowers and peppers and his perceptive inves-
tigations into the nature of hybridization in plants that laid 
the foundation for our modern understanding of the way 
plant populations are related.

he was a mentor to 29 doctoral students and uncounted 
(he couldn’t remember how many) master’s students, and he 
influenced many more. the work he guided covered at least 
1� plant families, over 30 genera, and nearly �0 topical or 
conceptual areas. he was a sympathetic and understanding 
supervisor, giving his students latitude to follow their own 
instincts about the direction that their research should take 
but applying pressure when necessary. he was generous in 
promoting his students’ interests, introducing them at scien-
tific meetings to senior figures in the field, who were usually 
his personal friends. Unusual by today’s standards, he did not 
insist on coauthorship of papers resulting from theses that 
he had supervised, thereby provoking much introspection in 
more than one student who had hoped that his name would 
attract attention to a first publication and, when he declined 
coauthorship, was left wondering whether that meant that 
the paper was unworthy. the department of plant biology 
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at indiana University set up the charles b. heiser graduate 
fellowship in memory of his role in training and mentoring 
students. this role is also commemorated in the charles b. 
heiser jr. mentor award of the society for economic botany, 
proposed by their student network committee. 

honors, aWards, and offices held

several of charley’s honors and awards have already been 
mentioned, but a more complete list is given here for ease 
of reference. he received a guggenheim fellowship in 1953, 
a national science foundation fellowship in 1962, and a 
senior post doctoral fellowship from the same source in 19�5. 
he was elected president of the american society for plant 
taxonomy in 196�, president of the society for the study 
of evolution in 19��, president of the society for economic 
botany in 19��-19��, and president of the botanical society 
of america in 19�0. he received the gleason award of the 
new york botanical garden in 1969; the merit award of 
the botanical society of america in 19�0, followed by their 
centennial award in 2006; the pustovoit award of the inter-
national sunflower association in 19�5; the asa gray award 
of the american society of plant taxonomists in 19�� and 
their peter raven award in 2002; the distinguished scholars 
award of the indiana academy of science in 199�; the roll of 
honor award of the indiana gourd society in 1999; and the 
garden Writers’ association award for best Writing/talent 
in 200�. he was the indiana academy of science’s speaker 
of the year in 19�5. he was elected to the national academy 
of sciences in 19��. in 199� he received a plaque from the 
instituto nacional autónomo de investigaciones agropecu-
arias of ecuador for contributions to the improvement of 
the naranjilla, Solanum quitoense.
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epilogUe

in november 200� charley suffered a severely disabling 
stroke. he died on june 11, 2010, of the ensuing complica-
tions. studies of sunflowers and hybridization still continue 
at indiana University, building on charley’s pioneering 
work. following charley’s retirement in 19�6, loren h. 
rieseberg was appointed to the faculty and has since been 
elected a foreign fellow of the royal society of the United 
kingdom; this recognition arises in part for the increased 
understanding of evolution, hybridization, and domestica-
tion of sunflowers gained from application of molecular 
genetics to many topics initially studied by charley. charley 
and loren enjoyed numerous productive discussions about 
sunflowers and hybridization. although new techniques have 
necessitated modification of some of charley’s interpreta-
tions, others still stand. his publications are still much cited 
and remain a monument to a professional lifetime spent on 
what a former ph.d. student described as “never work—more 
like a full-time hobby.”

in writing this memoir we have drawn extensively on the following 
sources: 

•	 heiser’s delightful part-autobiographical tribute to edgar anderson: 
student days with edgar anderson, or how i came to study sunflowers. 
Ann. Mo. Bot. Gard. 59(19�2):362-3�2. 
•	 his curriculum vitae updated to july 2010 and on file at indiana 
University. 
•	 an incomplete autobiography that he started writing for his chil-
dren but mailed also to g. j. anderson (fall 2006).
•	 our own tributes to him: b. pickersgill and g. j. anderson. travels 
with charley—sunflowers and beyond: an appreciation of the life and 
work of charles b. heiser, jr. (1920-2010). Econ. Bot. 6�(2010):2�1-
2�6. g. j. anderson. charles b. heiser jr., 1920-2010. Plant Sci. Bull. 
56(3)(2010):115-11�). 
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We have also drawn on our memories of our time as his ph.d. 
students and our continuing interaction and friendship with him 
throughout our professional careers. We thank especially cyndi 
roberts (daughter) and other members of the heiser family, as well 
as susan kephart (former student), loren rieseberg and jeff palmer 
(colleagues) for discussions, comments, and background information 
as we prepared this document.
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